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Which generation are YOU ?

Five generations in the global workforce:

• Traditionalists, born between 1925 and 1942

• Baby Boomers, born between 1943 and 1960

• Generation X, born between 1961 and 1976 

• Generation Y, born between 1977 and 1995

• Generation Z, born between 1996 and 2010 



Generation Y (Millennials)

By 2025, approximately 75% of the world’s workforce 
will be Generation Y ( born between 1977 and 1995) 
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Generation Z Characteristics
• Grew up in an insecure world

• Accepting of diversity

• Health-conscious

• More entrepreneurial

• Want the TRUTH

• Want to make a difference in the 

world
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Marketing events to attract Generation Z

• Advertise on social media and on the 
platforms where they are spending 
their time. Generation Y are likely to be 
on Facebook and Twitter, but 
Generation Z is focused more on 
Instagram and Snapchat

• Provide enough interesting content to 
hold their attention. They enjoy 
‘behind-the-scenes’ stories with 
‘exclusive’ information about the event

• Provide testimonials – other 
participants sharing their experiences
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Designing meetings that will attract Generation Z

• They want business events with multidisciplinary
programming - that drives both their personal and 
professional development 

• They want opportunities for genuine interactions and face-
to-face exchanges with each other
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Designing meetings that will attract Generation Z

• They want unique, authentic, individualised experiences 
that look good on Instagram !

• The ‘festivalisation’ of conferences
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Designing meetings that will attract Generation Z

• Speakers who provide 
‘edutainment’: integrating 
education and entertainment

• High-energy, shorter presentations

• Vibrant visuals

• Interactive slides
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From speakers, they want -

• Information that can help them advance in their 
current jobs or become better prepared when they 
move on.

• ‘Inside’ information that they cannot get off the 
Internet or from a book.

• Speakers who are in a position of power. They want to 
know how the ‘game’ is played.
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Designing meetings that will attract Generation Z

• Opportunities to contribute their 
own ideas, perspective, or 
knowledge.

• Dedicated networking time and 
activities (such as volunteering 
or exploring local attractions)

• Downtime, when Generation Z 
participants can connect and co-
create.
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Helping the local community
– Corporate Social Responsibility

• The antidote to conspicuous 
consumption and elitism

• Generates positive PR

• Ethically sound
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Networking – we have a problem

More structure required 

Gamification



Events as experiences
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Events as experiences
• Experience-focused events are the future of B2B events. 

• By creating unique, memorable and enjoyable 
experiences, you can engage audiences on a deeper 
level, making them more receptive to brand messages, 
behavioural change and other business objectives, such 
as idea creation, staff retention and motivation. 

• So how can planners place ‘experience’ at the heart of 
their events?
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Events as experiences
• Experience design begins with understanding delegates’ needs 

and goals. A critical component is mapping the delegate 
journey, both digitally and physically. 

• This pinpoints gaps, which can be plugged with educational, 
informative and fun experiences
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Events as experiences -
Festivalisation
• A ‘festivalised’ conference is a multi-day experience 

with a multi-disciplinary and cross-pollinating 
programme adding live music, comedy, celebrities, 
fantastic food, movie screenings and interactive 
experiences.

• It pulls together the best thought-leaders from a 
range of sectors – often bridging the business, tech 
and creative industries – creating a new convergence 
of experiences.
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ASOS Assembles 2018. Alexandra Palace, London

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQfwYuGzAEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQfwYuGzAEY


Events as experiences -
Personalisation
• Tailoring experiences – everything from marketing 

and content to networking – to meet the needs of 
delegates when and how they want it.

• A personalised focus empowers delegates by giving 
them a sense of control over their experience 

• The payoff is greater engagement and loyalty. Being 
treated as an individual, rather than a number, 
boosts satisfaction levels too. 
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Events as experiences -
Personalisation
• - Data: Get to know your audience and its various personas. The most 

effective data collection tools are registration systems, CRM tools, 
surveys and apps. Quality one-to-one conversations too !

• Use this data to gain a deep and empathetic understanding of 
attendees’ needs, to present solutions at the right time in a way they 
desire. 

• - Event Marketing: Personalised invitations. Instead of email, try 
sending impressive invitations by post

• - Apps: Can be used to personalise delegates’ agendas and to match 
delegates with each other for networking purposes.
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Multi-sensory events
Using the five senses to make meetings more enjoyable and effective



Multi-sensory events

• Neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists tell us 
that the more participants’ senses are stimulated, 
the more vivid and memorable the meeting 
experience will be for them

• Because more parts of their brains are activated

• This helps them to absorb and retain information 
more effectively

• This creates more excitement and  engagement
with the event.
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Multi-sensory events
• “We are not thinking beings that feel. 

• We are feeling beings that think”.

• Antonio Domasio, Professor of Neuroscience at the University of California

• “Adding sensorial elements unlocks a deep 
emotional bandwidth and creates a rich memory, 
spiking audience engagement, increasing brand 
loyalty and raising brand awareness,” 

• Kim Myhre, managing director of MCI Experience. 
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Multi-sensory events
• See your event as a theatrical production 

• Start with a ‘Sensory Exposures Audit’:

• Write out what the participants will see, hear, smell, 
taste and touch. How many of the senses can you 
include in each exposure to make it more positively 
memorable?
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Multi-sensory events

• The soundtrack of your event !

• Well-chosen entrance music can set the right mood 
for the meeting

• During brainstorming or problem-solving sessions, 
light classical music speeds up thought
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Multi-sensory events
• Motivational music:

• Simply the Best 

• We are the Champions

• Eye of the Tiger
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Multi-sensory events
• Teambuilding music:

• We are Family

• Stand By Me

• Help !
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Multi-sensory events

• Playing with colour: red room, blue room.

• University of British Columbia experiment:

• People in the room painted red performed best at 
skills that required accuracy and attention to detail

• But people in the blue room outperformed the red 
group on creative tasks requiring imagination by 
twice as much
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Multi-sensory events

• Smell is the only sense that has a direct connection to 
the body’s limbic system, which is the area of the 
brain that processes emotions

• According to the Sense of Smell Institute, people only 
recall about 50% of the visual images they see after 
three months, but they can remember more than 
65% of what they smelled even after a year. 
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Multi-sensory events
• Lemon scents 

increase 
concentration

• Lavender and orange
scents help to reduce 
anxiety
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Multi-sensory events

• Rosemary improves 
memory retention and fights 
mental fatigue

• Cinnamon improves 
concentration and focus.
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Multi-sensory events
• Scent marketing - Create your own scent !

• The May Fair hotel in London has created a signature 
fragrance of freshly-cut grass mingled with lemon. 

• As soon as guests walk into the hotel, the fragrance 
gives them a feeling of wellbeing that stays with them 
for the duration of the event.
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Event catering

• F & B adventurous, 
shareable offerings

• Local food, wines, craft 
beers

• Organic – farm-to-fork

• Unique, inventive dishes



• ‘Grab-and-go’ self-service food and drinks 
available at all times: flexibility.

Event catering
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Multi-sensory events
• The skin is the body’s largest 

organ and the source of our 
vital sense of touch

• Use breaks in the conference 
programme to give 
participants the chance to 
relieve tension, revitalise the 
body and refresh the mind 
through back rubs or neck and 
head massages
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• Keeping focus – Stability Balls

Stability Ball Seating

JW Marriott Marquis Miami

Replace traditional chairs 
with stability balls to 
promote attendee 
engagement, core strength 
and active sitting.

47



Multi-sensory events
• Keep hands busy!

• Giving attendees something to do with their 
hands helps them stay alert

• Actions like doodling help keep them focused 
by engaging some of their senses

• Stress balls, Play-Doh or Silly Putty, paper 
and pens
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Multi-sensory events
• Increase the number of times that participants 

are greeted by name or a handshake
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Avoid sensory overload !

• Too many sensory stimuli can be 
overwhelming to participants, 
especially those with sensory 
sensitivities. 

• Structure your stimuli (don’t pair

loud noises with strong scents)

• Have a reason for each stimulus. 

• Don’t assault the senses. Appeal to the 
senses.
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Technology Trends
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Technology: social media
• Social media: YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn and 

Twitter widely used in conferences 



Technology: social media

• Hashtags (#) can be used to promote the conference 
(#MICEDAY2020)

• During conferences, participants can use the hashtag when 
tweeting to share content from the speakers’ 
presentations

• Organisers can track the hashtag to see attendee 
satisfaction with sessions
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Technology: conference apps

• Mobile conference apps: replacing printed guides 
with digital versions



Technology: conference apps

• The most sophisticated apps offer: 

• session content and speaker information

• social media links

• a feedback forum

• an in-app email system allowing participants to 
communicate with each other

• Access to chatbots (bots)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpnMzfjEPAg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpnMzfjEPAg
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Technology: audience participation



Technology: hybrid conferences
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Technology: hybrid conferences

• “A face-to-face meeting in which an online audience also 
participates". 

• This expands the scope of the conference through an 
interactive live broadcast of the event, to reach a wider 
audience. It can also include remote speakers.

• Both the physical and the online audience participate in 
the same experience or content at the same time, from 
different locations
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Technology: holographic projection
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Technology: holographic projection

• Being used by conference organisers 

to bring in speakers from all 

over the world

• They may be beamed live on to 

the stage,  or they can be pre-recorded
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Technology: facial recognition



Technology: facial recognition

• Faster check-in

• Better security

• But data-protection issues

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBz7aFBfjFY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBz7aFBfjFY


Technology: biometric scanning



Technology: biometric scanning

• New biometric tools provide instant data on audience 
engagement

• They capture the facial expressions of audience members 
and analyse them using artificial intelligence

• These tools identify participants’ emotions, without 
identifying their faces. So no data-protection issues.



Emerging technology trends
• Gamification

• driving participants’ engagement in incentive programmes

• Virtual reality and Augmented reality

• product demonstrations at trade shows

• On-site data capture

• tracking the on-site visiting patterns of delegates through 
the use of RFID and iBeacons, etc.



Venue design trends
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More diversity in the supply of venues 



Venue design trends
• Clients are demanding more productivity and 

efficiency from the meetings they organise – more 

Return on Investment

• Venues must demonstrate that they add real value to 

the meetings they host



If you’re going to read just ONE book this year … 



Venue design trends

• How adults learn:

• 70% social learning – learning from their peers

– colleagues, collaborators and competitors

• 20% self-directed learning – learning by 

reading / internet research

• 10% formal learning – such as training



Venue design trends

The new emphasis is on flexible spaces that help 

participants connect and interact with each other at 

conferences, to engage in social learning.

• Spaces where participants can meet informally

• Lounge-style areas where participants can have conversations 

with each other – and with presenters
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Venue seating

• Flexibility is important. Moveable seating facilitates 

group-work and collaboration between participants

• Comfort is important. Participants who are 

comfortably seated can concentrate more easily

• Choice is important: 

“I have seen some amazingly creative setups. I’ve seen rooms where part of the 
room has cocktail tables, part of the room has couches, and part of the room is 
theatre-style. I’ve seen room setups that look like chaos, but when you see 
people in the space, they get so excited”.  Crystal Washington, Convene 
Magazine.
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On-stage seating is changing too

• Talk-show style set-ups are becoming popular: a more 
informal, relaxed way of providing content to the audience



Venue design trends
• More of a ‘sense-of-place’ – local building materials, 

reflecting vernacular styles

• More integration with the destination: ICE Krakow …
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Venue design trends
• More evidence of sustainability initiatives



Green Venue Report
• 90% of respondent venues have achieved or are working towards 

green building certifications such as LEED.

• 33% have green roofs. These include innovations such as beekeeping 
and producing food on-site. 

• 42% are producing renewable energy on-site, most commonly solar.

• 59% are procuring renewable energy off-site, most commonly wind.

• 28% use native plants for landscaping and 13 % reuse grey water. 

• 80% have year-round food donation programmes for local charities.

• 76% of cleaning products (by dollar spend) used in venues are green 
cleaning products.
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Wellness trends
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Wellness trends
• Being outdoors – especially surrounded by nature –

makes delegates more energetic and helps them 
concentrate. It has also been shown to lower heart 
rate and blood pressure.

• Exercise breaks - Exercise helps snap delegates out 
of sluggishness better than the short-term buzz of a 
cup of coffee
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Wellness trends
• Mindful eating - provide break areas with water and 

herbal teas, as well as fruit and a variety of healthy 
food.

• Multimodal design in venues – PCMA research 
suggests that multimodal design is a major events 
trend: “At events, participants will increasingly look for 
spaces that are designed for discrete needs, including 
wellness rooms, quiet work spaces, intimate settings, 
and loud, exciting spaces – each presented at the right 
time and to the right calibration”.
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If you’re going to read TWO books this year … 



Thank you, everyone

ROB@MICEKNOWLEDGE.COM


